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Publisher's description.
An Etymological Dictionary of the Romance
Languages - Friedrich Diez 1864

The Hundred Years War (Part II) - Andrew
Villalon 2008-08-31
In thirteen articles, this volume affirms that the
Hundred Years War was a struggle that spilled
out of its heartlands of England and France into
many European regions. These “different vistas”
of scholarship greatly amply the study of the
conflict.
The Strange Affair of Spring Heeled Jack Mark Hodder 2010-09
Sir Richard Francis Burton investigates a
strange apparition called Spring Heeled Jack
that has been assaulting young women around
London.
A Deadly Art: European Crossbows, 1250–1850 Breiding, Dirk H. 2013
"The advent of the crossbow more than 2,500
years ago effected dramatic changes for hunters
and warriors. For centuries, it was among the
most powerful and widely used handheld
weapons, and its popularity endures to this day.
A Deadly Art presents a lively, accessible survey
of the crossbow's "golden age," along with
detailed descriptions of twenty-four remarkable
examples. Beginning in the middle ages, the
European aristocracy's enthusiasm for the
crossbow heralded shooting competitions and
pageants that featured elaborately decorated
weapons bearing elegant embellishments of rare
materials and prized artistry. In addition to
being highly functional, these weapons were
magnificent works of art. A Deadly Art includes
fascinating descriptions of crossbows used by
Margaret of Savoy and Holy Roman Emperors
Maximilian I and Charles V, among others."--

The Master of Game - Edward (of Norwich)
1909
Medieval Weapons - Kelly DeVries 2007-01-01
This fascinating reference covers the weapons
and armor used by warriors from the 4th to the
15th century and discusses how and why they
changed over time. * Narrative chapters follow
the development of medieval weapons and armor
in four periods: early medieval (376–750),
Carolingian (750–1050), the Crusades
(1050–1300), and late medieval (1300–1550) *
The chronological reference section features
vivid illustrations of representative swords,
bows, cudgels, shields, and increasingly more
sophisticated armor
William Wallace - Andrew Fisher 2012-11-01
William Wallace set an example of constancy and
perseverance and became the Guardian of
Scotland. Even his terrible death in London in
1305 can be seen as a victory as it provided
inspiration for continuance of struggle against
English domination. This book investigates
various aspects of Wallace's life and character.
St. Nicholas - Mary Mapes Dodge 1920
Springald - Kazuhiro Fujita 2016-09-22
Au cœur de Scotland Yard, le Black Museum
conserve secrètement les pièces à conviction des
enquêtes liées aux pires criminels du pays, dont
le mystérieux Spring-heeled Jack ... Londres,
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1837. Un monstre aux jambes immenses, à la
bouche en feu et aux griffes acérées apparaît la
nuit pour déchirer les vêtements d'innocentes
jeunes filles, avant de s'enfuir en sautant de toit
en toit, ne laissant derrière lui que l'écho d'un
rire aigu aux accents de folie... Son surnom :
Spring-heeled Jack ! Le criminel disparaît de luimême au bout de six mois... avant de refaire la
une des journaux trois ans plus tard. Mais cette
fois, pour meurtre ! Ce qui avait des allures de
farce a pris un tour macabre : les victimes,
toutes des femmes, sont retrouvées éventrées...
L'inspecteur James Rockenfield, connu pour ses
méthodes d'investigation brutales, s'est juré de
retrouver l'insaisissable Jack. Mais l'enquête se
corse quand les indices le mènent aux portes du
manoir de Walter de la Bois Strade, un des
nobles les plus fortunés du pays... Kazuhiro
Fujita revisite avec brio le mythe de Springheeled Jack, une des légendes urbaines les plus
populaires de l'Angleterre du XIXème siècle !
Entre faits réels, dark fantasy et steampunk,
laissez-vous entraîner dans l'univers sombre du
1er récit de la collection Black Museum !
Stargazing Dog - Takashi Murakami 2011
Happaei, a dog, describes his experiences and
loyalty to Daddy, his owner, when Daddy goes on
a road trip after losing his job, family, and home.
Call of the Night, Vol. 1 - Kotoyama, 2021-04-13
One sleepless night, Ko slips out to walk the
streets. Life after dark is a revelation! When
flirtatious Nazuna invites Ko to spend the night
at her place in an abandoned building, he’s
stoked! But then he awakens to kisses on his
neck with a little too much bite to them... Is it
just the delicious taste of his blood that makes
her meet him night after night for late-night
adventures, conversation and...naps? Or
something else? Then, when a cute girl from
Ko’s past shows up and competes for his
attention, his budding relationship with the
undead is put to the test! -- VIZ Media
Blue Giant Omnibus Vols. 1-2 - Shinichi Ishizuka
2020-11-10
The award-winning manga of one young man’s
journey to become the greatest saxophone
player in the world. Dai lived a normal high
school life in Sendai: a city of hot summer days
and rainy nights. Between basketball, part time
jobs, and an uncertain future, something was
missing. And that thing was music. With his days

in senior year running out, Dai swears a
heartfelt vow: “I’m gonna be the best jazz player
in the world.” But what do you need to be the
best? Talent? Effort? A lucky break? Or maybe
just a deep, pure love for music, and too much
stubbornness to know when to quit. Winner of
The Shogakukan Manga Award and the Japan
Media Arts Festival Grand Prize for Manga!
Gurps Low-Tech - Steve Jackson Games
2010-12
The British Navy Book - Cyril Field 2022-08-01
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special
edition of "The British Navy Book" by Cyril Field.
DigiCat Publishing considers every written word
to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book
has been carefully reproduced for republishing
in a new modern format. The books are available
in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you
will treat this work with the acknowledgment
and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature.
The Bombyce Network - Cecil 2011
Professional burglars, Flea & Elmore, discover a
snuff film that may spell their doom.
James Clarence Mangan, His Selected Poems James Clarence Mangan 1897
The black museum Springald - Kazuhiro Fujita
2009
Chronicles of England, France, Spain, and
the Adjoining Countries, - Jean Froissart 1839
Parade's End - Ford Madox Ford 2012-01-03
This monumental novel, divided into four
separate books, celebrates the end of an era, the
irrevocable destruction of the comfortable,
predictable society that vanished during World
War I.
Using Italian - J. J. Kinder 2004-07
Publisher Description
These Savage Shores - Ram V. 2019-11-26
In 1766 an insatiable vampire sails from London
to the Malabar Coast, aboard an East India
Company ship. But along the shores of the Indus
lurk darker and more ancient powers, and a war
is brewing in the night. ALONG THESE SAVAGE
SHORES, WHERE THE DAYS ARE SCORCHED
AND THE NIGHTS ARE FULL OF TEETH. Two
centuries after the first European ship sailed to
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the Malabar Coast and made landfall at Calicut,
The East India Company seeks to secure its
future along the lucrative Silk Route, in the year
1766. An old evil now sails aboard a company
ship, hoping to make a home in this new found
land. But he will soon find that the ground along
the Indus is an ancient one with daemons and
legends far older than himself. Collects the
complete five issue series.
Manipulus vocabulorum - Peter Levens 1867

against monsters. Along the way he meets other
players who have a particular reason for being
there--to obtain the wish that is granted to the
winner. But how far can Sanshiro get when the
monsters he's been paired with are a bunch of
little mud balls?!
The Deeds of Frederick Barbarossa - Otto I
(Bishop of Freising) 2004
"The Deeds of Frederick Barbarossa" is the
"official biography" of German king and Holy
Roman Emperor Frederick I. This historical
firsthand account was begun by his maternal
uncle, Bishop Otto of Freising, the leading
medieval church figure and notable historian,
and continued by a less well known cleric,
Rahewin. This chronicle is the single most
important source for the early reign of Frederick
Barbarossa and the most valuable biographical
study to come out of the twelfth century. In a
letter written to his uncle, Frederick recounted
his life and the principal events of his reign. The
first of the four books that constitute this
account were written by Otto and cover events
from 1075 to 1152, from the reign of Henry IV
through that of Conrad III. The second book
draws heavily on the letter, providing invaluable
insight into Frederick's attempts to establish and
consolidate the Hohenstaufen empire. The final
two books, written by Rahewin, follow the
emperor's reign through 1160, during which
time Frederick restored order at home,
recovered imperial control of Burgundy, and recreated an imperial party in Italy
A Dictionary of English Etymology - Hensleigh
Wedgwood 1872

Sir Walter Scott and the Border Minstrelsy Andrew Lang 1910
The Court Magazine and Monthly Critic,
and Lady's Magazine and Museum - 1839-07
Sculptured Stones of Scotland - 1867
Springald. The black museum - Kazuhiro
Fujita 2016-12
A Glossary of Words Used in East Anglia Walter Rye 1895
The Record Interpreter - Charles Trice Martin
1910
BakéGyamon, Vol. 1 - Kazuhiro Fujita
2009-03-03
Sanshiro's trapped in a game set in an alternate
universe, but how can he beat all the other
competitors when he's been paired with
cowardly monsters?! Sanshiro's chances of
having an adventure are slim to none in his tiny
island hometown, until the day a mysterious
stranger invites him to play a game... Without
warning, Sanshiro is taken to a backwards
universe to play BakéGyamon--a game pitting
monsters against monsters. Along the way he
meets other players who have a particular
reason for being there--to obtain the wish that is
granted to the winner. But how far can Sanshiro
get when the monsters he's been paired with are
a bunch of little mud balls?! A monstrous battle
game with a twist! Sanshiro's chances of having
an adventure are slim to none in his tiny island
hometown, until the day a mysterious stranger
invites him to play a game... Without warning,
Sanshiro is taken to a backwards universe to
play BakéGyamon--a game pitting monsters

Medieval London - Walter Besant 1906
Reckonings - Stephen Chrisomalis 2020-12-15
Insights from the history of numerical notation
suggest that how humans write numbers is an
active choice involving cognitive and social
factors. Over the past 5,000 years, more than
100 methods of numerical notation--distinct
ways of writing numbers--have been developed
and used by specific communities. Most of these
are barely known today; where they are known,
they are often derided as cognitively
cumbersome and outdated. In Reckonings,
Stephen Chrisomalis considers how humans past
and present use numerals, reinterpreting
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historical and archaeological representations of
numerical notation and exploring the
implications of why we write numbers with
figures rather than words.
Class Book for The School of Musketry
Hythe Prepared for the Use of Officers - E C
2021-11-22
The book "" Class Book for The School of
Musketry Hythe Prepared for the Use of
Officers, has been considered important
throughout the human history, and so that this
work is never forgotten we have made efforts in
its preservation by republishing this book in a
modern format for present and future
generations. This whole book has been
reformatted, retyped and designed. These books
are not made of scanned copies and hence the
text is clear and readable.
The Walking Man - Jiro Taniguchi 2014-02
The Walking Man is a reprint of Jiro Taniguchi's
most cherished title. It is a book in which
nothing happens but everything occurs. The
Walking Man follows a modern day Japanese
business man as he strolls at random through
urban Japan - often silent, usually alone - with
his vivid dreams that let time stand still. Join him
as he climbs a tree in bare feet, takes time out to
observe the birds, plays in the puddles after the
rain and returns a shell to the sea. It is an ideal
way for readers and graphic novel-lovers to
relax.

Military antiquities - Francis Grose 1786
T.P.'s Weekly - 1915
Roman Power - W. V. Harris 2016-07-14
This book explains the growth, durability and
eventual shrinkage of Roman imperial power
alongside the Roman state's internal power
structures.
Last Post - Ford Madox Ford 2021-12-24
Last Post Ford Madox Ford - alentine Wannop
and Christopher Tietjens share a cottage in
Sussex with Tietjens' brother and sister-in-law.
Through their differing perspectives, Ford
explores the tensions between his characters in
a changing world, haunted by the experience of
war, facing an insecure future for themselves
and for England. The Tietjens' ancestral home
has been let to an American, its great tree felled;
those like Tietjens who have served in the war
find there is no place for them in a demoralised
civilian society. The celebrations of Armistice
Day have been replaced by the uncertainties of
peacetime. Ford Madox Ford ( 1873 1939) was
an English novelist, poet, critic and editor whose
journals, The English Review and The
Transatlantic Review, were instrumental in the
development of early 20th-century English
literature. He is now remembered best for his
publications The Good Soldier, the Parade's End
tetralogy and The Fifth Queen trilogy.Read less
Social England: 1274-1509 - Henry Duff Traill
1902
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